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ABSTRACT: Studies of proteins’ formation of amyloid fibrils
have revealed that potentially cytotoxic oligomers frequently
accumulate during fibril formation. An important question in the
context of mechanistic studies of this process is whether or not
oligomers are intermediates in the process of amyloid fibril
formation, either as precursors of fibrils or as species involved in
the fibril elongation process or instead if they are associated with
an aggregation process that is distinct from that generating
mature fibrils. Here we describe and characterize in detail two
well-defined oligomeric species formed by the protein α-synuclein
(αSN), whose aggregation is strongly implicated in the
development of Parkinson’s disease (PD). The two types of
oligomers are both formed under conditions where amyloid fibril
formation is observed but differ in molecular weight by an order of magnitude. Both possess a degree of β-sheet structure that is
intermediate between that of the disordered monomer and the fully structured amyloid fibrils, and both have the capacity to
permeabilize vesicles in vitro. The smaller oligomers, estimated to contain ∼30 monomers, are more numerous under the
conditions used here than the larger ones, and small-angle X-ray scattering data suggest that they are ellipsoidal with a high
degree of flexibility at the interface with solvent. This oligomer population is unable to elongate fibrils and indeed results in an
inhibition of the kinetics of amyloid formation in a concentration-dependent manner.

■ INTRODUCTION

It is increasingly well accepted that soluble oligomers of
proteins associated with amyloid formation are the most
important toxic species in a range of neurodegenerative
disorders such as Parkinson’s disease (PD)1−4 and Alzheimer’s
disease (AD).5−10 There is good evidence that these oligomers
possess, among other properties, the ability to disrupt
membrane functions and thereby have the ability to induce
neuronal damage.2,11,12 Oligomers are often observed in
coexistence with amyloid fibrils,13 but many aspects of the
relationship between oligomers and the mechanism of amyloid
fibril assembly are not yet understood. In some cases, oligomers
appear to be direct building blocks of amyloid fibrils,14,15 but
there are also examples of fibril systems where no significant
quantities of oligomers are observed;16−21 in other cases, the
oligomeric species under study have been shown not to be
direct precursors of fibrils.22−26 There are also examples of
different assembly processes in given protein systems leading to
different types of fibril morphology and structure.27−29

Recent advances in modern structural techniques have led to
significant increases in our knowledge of the structures of
amyloid fibrils, although such information is still limited. Thus,
a range of techniques, notably X-ray diffraction of micro-
crystals,30 solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy
(NMR), and cryo-electron microscopy have provided structural
information at different levels of resolution of a series of
amyloidogenic peptides and proteins.31−35 Structural data on
oligomers are, however, even sparser due to the transient nature
and inherent polydispersity of such species,36,37 although such
problems have been addressed by methods such as photo-
chemical cross-linking38 and protein engineering.39

It is of great importance to understand the role of αSN
oligomers in the aggregation process, not least because αSN is a
highly validated drug discovery target for PD.40−43 Here we
analyze the role of well-defined αSN oligomers which
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accumulate under conditions where amyloid fibrils are formed
and which can be isolated. We have analyzed the structure and
size distribution of these oligomers using size-exclusion
chromatography coupled with online multiangle laser light
scattering (SEC-MALLS) and dynamic light scattering (SEC-
DLS), native gel electrophoresis, transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), small-
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR), and circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy. We identify
two different oligomer populations which differ significantly in
size but are structurally similar. Both oligomer populations are
significantly more potent in membrane permeabilization than
the monomers and fibrils. The small oligomers, which are most
highly populated, on average consist of ∼30 monomers. These
appear to form an ellipsoidal structure with a compact core and
a less highly structured corona, each making up 50% of the total
mass. Using an optimized thioflavin T (ThT) aggregation
assay,44,45 we show that the oligomers inhibit fibril formation in
a concentration-dependent manner. The ThT time profiles can
be fitted by a kinetic model in which the oligomers inhibit both
the initial nucleation and the subsequent elongation steps. We
also use a quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation
monitoring (QCM-D), previously shown to be an excellent
method to monitor fibril growth accurately,46−48 and confirm
that isolated oligomers, unlike αSN monomers, are not able to
elongate preformed fibrils significantly.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Protein Production and Handling. Freshly dissolved αSN was

filtered (0.2 μm) prior to use, and the concentration determined by
absorption measurements with a NanoDrop spectrophotometer (ND-

1000, Thermo Scientific) using a theoretical extinction coefficient of
5960 M−1 cm−1. All experiments were conducted in phosphate saline
buffer (PBS) (20 mM phosphate, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.4). Details of
protein purification, oligomer purification, QCM-D, SEC-MALLS,
SEC-DLS, and SAXS are provided in Supporting Information.

Plate Reader Fibril Formation Assays. ThT fluorescence was
monitored using a 96-well plate reader setup as described previously.44

Pore Limit Gel Electrophoresis. The oligomers were analyzed by
pore limit gel electrophoresis in the presence of Tris, boric acid, and
EDTA system, as described previously.49 In short, the samples were
prepared under non-denaturing conditions (the addition of SDS and
dithiothreitol was omitted) and separated by non-denaturing PAGE
for 17 h at 100 V, using 4−20% gradient gels (10 × 10 × 0.15 cm3).
Oligomers were visualized by Coomassie Blue staining.

CD Spectroscopy. Far-UV wavelength spectra of αSN monomers,
oligomers, and fibrils with protein concentrations of 0.2 mg/mL (14
μM) in a 1 mm cuvette were obtained at 25 °C with a Jasco J-810
spectrophotometer (Jasco Spectroscopic Co. Ltd., Japan). Prior to CD
analysis, fibril solutions were sonicated 3 × 10 s on ice with an HD
2070 Bandelin Sonuplus Sonicator (Buch and Holm, Herlev,
Denmark).

ATR-FTIR Spectroscopy. FTIR measurements were carried out
with a Tensor 27 FTIR (Bruker Optics, Billerica, MA). Two μL
samples were loaded onto the crystal and carefully dried with nitrogen
gas. Spectra were accumulations of 68 scans, measured with a
resolution of 2 cm−1 in the range from 1000 to 3998 cm−1. Data
processing, consisting of atmospheric compensation, baseline sub-
traction, deconvolution with Lorentzian curves, and second derivative
analysis, was performed with the software OPUS version 5.5 (http://
www.stsci.edu/software/OPUS/kona2.html). For comparison all
absorbance spectra were normalized.

Transmission Electron Microscopy. Five μL aliquots of 0.2−0.4
mg/mL αSN in PBS buffer were transferred to 400-mesh carbon-
coated, glow-discharged grids for 30 s. The grids were washed using

Figure 1. Analysis of the size distribution, molecular weights and hydrodynamic radii of the oligomer populations. A: SEC separation of monomers,
small oligomers and large oligomers. An expanded region of the oligomer populations is included. B: Pore-limit native gel-electrophoresis of
fractionated small and large oligomers. C: SEC-MALLS analysis of the oligomer populations measured with 90° light scattering and 280 nm
absorbance. The Mw of large oligomers, small oligomers and monomers estimated with MALLS is shown. D: Hydrodynamic radii estimated with
SEC-DLS are shown together with refractive index and 90° light scattering.
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two drops of doubly distilled water, stained with 1% phosphotungstic
acid (pH 6.8) and blotted dry on filter paper. The samples were
viewed in a microscope (JEM-1010; JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) operating at
60 kV. Images were obtained using an Olympus KeenViewG2 camera.
Dye Leakage Measurements. Dioleoyl-phosphatidylglycerol

(DOPG) vesicles with a diameter of 100 nm containing 70 mM
calcein and in PBD buffer (pH 7.4) were prepared by extrusion as
described previously.50 αSN monomers, oligomers, and fibrils were
each mixed in appropriate concentrations and loaded in a 96-well plate
(Nunc, Thermo Fischer Scientific, Roskilde, Denmark) in triplicates.
Calcein release was measured (excitation 485 nm; emission 520 nm)
over 2 h in a Genios Pro fluorescence plate reader (Tecan, Man̈erdorf,
Switzerland) at 37 °C with 2 s shaking every 2 min. Finally, Triton X-
100 (0.1% (w/v)) was added to obtain 100% calcein release. The
saturated calcein levels after 2 h were corrected for background
fluorescence, and the % calcein release calculated.
Kinetic Model. We consider an aggregation mechanism which

includes primary nucleation, and fibril elongation, and depolymeriza-
tion events characterized by reaction rate constants kn, k+ and koff,
respectively. In addition, since aggregation is induced under shaking
conditions we expect that secondary nucleation events related to fibril
fragmentation will also be important and are characterized by a rate
constant k2. The kinetic equation governing the formation of fibril
mass during time, M(t), is given by:51,52
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where m0, M0, and P0 are, respectively, the monomer, the seed mass,
and the seed number concentrations at time zero. The seed mass and
number concentrations are connected via the average fibril length, L̅ =
M0/P0.
Surface Tension Measurements. The effects of monomers and

oligomers on the surface tension were analyzed with the pendant drop
method using a KSV CAM 101 surface tension meter (KSV
Instruments Ltd.). For every protein concentration, three different
drops were measured, and 20 pictures were obtained from each drop.
The surface tension was determined by fitting the drop shape with the
CAM software (KSV Instruments Ltd.).

■ RESULTS
Both Types of αSN Oligomers Have a Distribution of

Sizes. In accordance with our previous approach to optimize
αSN oligomer formation,1 oligomers were prepared by
incubation of monomeric αSN at 12 mg/mL for 5 h. The
Superose 6 matrix was able to separate monomers from two
distinct oligomer populations eluting around ∼14.8 and ∼19.4
min (Figure 1A). In the following discussion, we refer to these
two populations as the large and small oligomers, respectively.
Typically, the small and large oligomers formed, respectively,
2−5% and <1% of the total αSN population. Based on the
elution times of known globular proteins, we estimated the Mr
to be 1812 ± 60 kDa for the small oligomers and 67 ± 11 kDa

(n = 3) for the monomers (since monomeric αSN is natively
unfolded, its size will be overestimated by all methods which
rely on hydrodynamic volume). We were not able to estimate
the Mr of the large oligomers, which elute at, or close to, the
exclusion limit (∼4 × 104 kDa) of the SEC matrix (Figure
1A,C,D). Superdex 120 and 200 (exclusion limits at ∼100 and
∼1300 kDa, respectively) matrices were found to separate
monomers from oligomers but were unable to separate the
small and large oligomers which both eluted in the exclusion
limits.1,53

The two oligomer populations also could not be separated by
conventional gel electrophoresis techniques and pore limit gel-
electrophoresis (PLGE), which are optimized for separation of
large proteins. However, SEC followed by nondenaturing
PLGE (Figure 1B) revealed a smear of sizes ≥ ∼670 kDa for
the small oligomers. The large oligomers migrated as a much
narrower band, an effect likely to be caused by the limited pore
size of the gel.
To determine the sizes of the two types of oligomers

independently of their hydrodynamic volume, we combined
SEC with multiangle laser light scattering (MALLS) (Figure
1C). Consistent with the Superose 6 matrix exclusion limit of
∼4 × 104 kDa for globular proteins, size species exceeding 104

kDa occur in the void volume with a weight-averaged Mw of
(5.8 ± 3.3) × 103 kDa (n = 6) and thus in the upper range of
the optimal separation range of the separation medium (5−5 ×
103 kDa). Mw estimates of the smaller oligomer population
ranged from ∼310 ± 90 to 770 ± 210 kDa with a weight-
averaged value (based on 7 individual runs) of 430 ± 88 kDa (n
= 7) across the peak, corresponding to 30 ± 6 αSN monomers
in each oligomer. The small oligomers’ range of molecular
weights reflects the inherent size separating properties of the
column.
SEC-DLS was used to estimate the hydrodynamic radius

(Rh) of eluting oligomer species (Figure 1D). Aggregate sizes
>100 nm in hydrodynamic radius (well in excess of the
Superose 6 pore size of ∼40 nm) were observed in the void
volume, quickly declining to ∼30 nm. Rh values of ∼19 and
∼11 nm were obtained from the peak maxima for the large and
small oligomers, respectively (Figure 1D).
TEM pictures of isolated small oligomers as well as large

oligomers show that the small oligomers are generally spherical
(Figure 2A), while the large oligomers are distinctly elongated
and coexist with occasional short fibrils of length ∼150−300
nm (Figure 2B). AFM analysis of the small oligomers revealed a
disc shape structure with an average height of 1−2 nm (Figure
2C). Protein aggregates with a loose structure are expected to
collapse when they are dried on mica, so the apparent small
height is probably caused by drying artifacts.

Small and Large Oligomers Have a Similar Secondary
Structure Content That Differs from Those of Both
Monomers and Fibrils. The secondary structures of the small
and large oligomers are identical when analyzed by FTIR and
CD (Figure S1). This similarity is remarkable, given their
substantial size difference. The monomer has an absorption
maximum in the amide I region of the FTIR spectrum at 1657
cm−1 (Figure 3A) as determined by second derivative analysis
(data not shown); this wavelength corresponds to disordered
structure.54−56 Reference spectra of well-defined random coil
proteins in H2O have a band at 1660−1642 cm−1 with a
maximum at 1654 cm−1.56 α-Helices also absorb within this
region (1660−1648 cm−1), but H/D exchange band shift
analysis has previously shown that the band for αSN monomers
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in this region can be assigned to disordered structure.56

Previous FTIR analysis demonstrates that the oligomers are
likely to consist of antiparallel β-sheets and fibrils of parallel β-
sheets.55 Our oligomer and fibril FTIR spectra (Figures 3A and
S1) are in good agreement with similar data reported by
Raussens and co-workers, who use comparable methods to
prepare oligomers.12,55,57,58 The oligomer spectrum shows a
maximum at 1655 cm−1, indicative of a significant degree of
disordered structure,54,56 while the peak maximum at 1623
cm−1 and a weak but significant contribution at 1695 cm−1

(Figure 3A) both suggest antiparallel β-sheet structure.55 Thus
FTIR spectra support the combination of compact and
extended structure predicted by our SAXS data, see later.
Far-UV CD analysis also reveals that the spectra of the two

oligomers differ from those of both monomers and fibrils
(Figure 3B). That of the monomers resembles the classical
spectrum of an unstructured protein. The oligomer and fibril
spectra differ clearly in the intensity of different wavelengths,
although both have a minimum at 217 nm, which, in
conjunction with the absence of minima at 208 and 222 nm,
indicates the presence of β-sheet rather than α-helical structure.
The secondary structure composition of the oligomers could
not be estimated using conventional fitting programs due to the
poor quality of data below 200 nm. Nor could the oligomer
spectra be reconstructed by linear combinations of the
monomer and fibril spectra (deviations were particularly
pronounced around 200−210 nm), indicating that the
oligomers exist as distinct species.

Both Oligomers Bind ANS. The fluorophore 1-anilino-
naphthalene-8-sulfonate (ANS) has been found to show
binding specificity toward a variety of amyloid oligomers.59 In
the present study, both fibrils and oligomers were found to
increase ANS fluorescence emission intensity and to generate a
blueshift significantly larger than that of monomer (although
the shift in λmax of fibrils and oligomers is less pronounced than
previously observed).59 Fibrils lead to higher ANS intensity but
to a smaller ANS blueshift (Figure S4), indicating that the
nature of the ANS binding sites is different in the oligomers and
the fibrils. As with the FTIR and CD data, ANS fluorescence
intensity and λmax in the presence of the small and large
oligomers are identical (Figure S4).

Both Oligomers Permeabilize Vesicles. Both small and
large oligomers are significantly more potent in inducing the
loss of calcein from inside vesicles than the monomers (Figure
4). We estimate that the stoichiometric potency of the small
oligomers to disrupt vesicles is ∼500, i.e., one oligomer is as
potent in inducing calcein release as ∼500 monomers (Table
1). The fibrils are significantly less potent than the oligomers,
see Figure S5 and Table 1. The high reproducibilities of both
the dye leakage experiments and the oligomer preparations are
revealed by the small standard deviation of the potency values,
based on two separate experimental series (Table 1).

SAXS Data of the Small Oligomers Indicate an
Ellipsoid with a Rim of Flexible Protein Molecules.
More detailed data on oligomer structure and size estimates
were obtained from SAXS. Our analysis has been limited to the
small oligomers, since it is not possible to purify the large
oligomers to sufficiently high concentrations for these experi-
ments. SAXS data for αSN monomers and the small oligomers
are presented in Figure 5A together with the best fits of the

Figure 2. Structure analysis of the small oligomers. TEM images of
(A) small and (B) large oligomers. (C) AFM images of the small
oligomers with the height given as Z-scale.

Figure 3. Analysis using (A) FTIR and (B) CD of monomers (○),
fibrils (□), and small oligomers (×). In the FTIR spectra the peak
maximum, determined with secondary derivative analysis, is indicated,
and the spectra are displaced for better comparison.
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models described as a function of the modulus of the scattering
vector, given by q = 4 sin(θ)/ λ, where 2θ is the scattering angle
and λ = 1.54 Å is the wavelength of the X-ray radiation. A first
indication of the shape is provided by the model-independent
p(r) functions of the two data sets (Figure 5B), which reflect
the distribution of internal distances in the particles.60

The monomer data are those expected for a random coil with
a maximum around Rg and a tail at larger distances. The Rg
value of 4.23 ± 0.11 nm is in good agreement with previously
published values.61,62 Independent fitting of the monomer data
to a random coil model63 gives an RG of 4.20 ± 0.05 nm. The
correspondence of RG values between these two approaches
emphasizes that αSN is an intrinsically disordered protein,
consistent with the literature.64

While the symmetric bell shape of the p(r) function for the
oligomers suggests some nonrandom structure, it also shows a
rather long tail, indicative of a random coil. Indeed, the linear
appearance of the spectrum at high q values in a double
logarithmic plot (seen for the oligomer at q > 0.08 Å−1, Figure
5A) typically originates from the scattering from disordered
structure (q−2). Combining these two types of structures, we

find that the best model to fit the oligomer data consists of a
core in the shape of a prolate ellipsoid (ellipse rotated around
its major axis, dimensions R, R, εR, where ε is the width:height
aspect ratio) with a rim of flexible protein molecules,65 as
presented schematically in Figure 5C. Note that despite a mass
polydispersity in the range of 50% measured by MALLS, we
obtain a good fit to our SAXS data using a monodisperse
model. Size polydispersity will be significantly lower than mass
polydispersity.
We expect the number of polypeptide chains in the model of

the SAXS data (q dependence) to correspond to the
experimentally determined number of molecules in the
oligomer. This number has been determined from the forward
scattering intensity, which provides the Mw of the complexes if
the concentration is known. From the forward scattering, we
estimate the Mw of the oligomers to be ∼420 kDa, which
corresponds to ∼29 monomers per oligomer, in excellent
agreement with the SEC-MALLS estimation of 30 ± 6
monomers. The results of the fit of the prolate ellipsoidal
model fit to the oligomer data give R = 4.72 ± 0.17 nm and ε =
1.99 ± 0.19, while the radius of gyration of the attached coils is
Rg = 2.48 ± 0.19 nm. From the fit, the number of chains in the
model is 21.1 ± 3.3 nm, which is broadly similar to the number
expected from the forward scattering (30 ± 6). The fraction of
scattering length in the chains (which in this model
corresponds to the volume or mass fraction of protein) is
0.46 ± 0.02, indicating that around half of the protein is present
in the flexible regions of the shell.

Figure 4. Calcein release of DOPG vesicles (100 nm diameter) by
small oligomers (×), large oligomers (△), and monomers (○). 100%
represents complete permeabilization of vesicles which is reached by
addition of the detergent Triton X-100. Data points are averaged
triplicates, and standard deviation is given.

Table 1. Ability of Different αSN Species to Release Calcein
from Vesiclesa

species
C50%

(mg/mL)b
C50% (μM,
monomer)

relative potency
(concentration)c

relative potency
(stoichiometric)d

monomer 0.019 1.31 1 1
small
oligomers

0.001 0.08 17 ∼500

large
oligomers

0.002 0.14 9 N/A

fibrils N/A N/A 3 N/A
aWe estimate ∼10% deviation on the relative potency when
comparing distinct experimental series. bConcentration needed for
50% calcein release. Estimated by fitting data in Figure 4 to a sigmoidal
function. cDefined as C50%(species)/C50%(monomer) (columns 2 and
3). dAs footnote b but based on the molar concentration of oligomer.

Figure 5. SAXS analysis of the small oligomers. (A) SAXS data of
monomers (■) and oligomers (●) with the best fit to data of the
models described in the text. The data are normalized to a
concentration of 1 mg/mL. (B) p(r) functions of the monomer
(dashed line) and oligomer (continuous line) data, normalized so the
maximum value is equal to unity. (C) Schematic representation of the
oligomer model predicted from SAXS data.
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The Presence of the Oligomers Alters the Aggrega-
tion Kinetics. To explore the role of the oligomers studied
here in the process of amyloid fibril formation, we have
analyzed their effects on the kinetics of fibril formation and of
fibril elongation. To obtain as high a concentration of oligomers
as possible, we purified the oligomers after incubating them
under fibril forming conditions (12 mg/mL αSN for 5 h) and
analyzed their effects in aggregation assays at 1 mg/mL. We
obtained a similar fraction of oligomers at 1, 5, and 12 mg/mL
(Figure S5A). Moreover, fibrils formed at 1 and 12 mg/mL
have the same FTIR and CD spectra (Figure S2) and the same
vesicle permeabilization potency (Figure S5). To elucidate the
roles of the oligomers in the aggregation pathway of αSN, we
investigated the influence of the oligomers on the aggregation
kinetics. We were unable to purify sufficient quantities of the
large oligomer for these experiments and confine ourselves to
using a mixture of small and large oligomers (similar effects are
seen for the small oligomers alone, implying that the two
oligomers have essentially the same effect).
Seeding has been widely used to bypass the primary

nucleation step of amyloid fibril formation.16 When adding
sonicated preformed αSN fibrils (seeds) to monomers,
aggregation is rapid (Figure 6A). We can describe quantitatively
the effects of the variation in seed concentration on the
aggregation kinetics by applying theoretical analysis.51,52,66,67

Since aggregation occurs under conditions of strong shaking,
we included secondary nucleation induced by breakage together

with primary nucleation and elongation as microscopic
processes. The global fit of the data to such a model shows
that it is able to explain the data quantitatively (Figure 6A).16

To test whether the oligomers are able to accelerate the
aggregation process in a fashion similar to the seed fibrils, we
added different concentrations of oligomers to solutions of the
monomeric protein. Remarkably, the oligomers do not shorten
or eliminate the lag phase, as is the case for seed fibrils; rather,
the oligomers lead to longer lag phases in a concentration-
dependent manner (Figure 6B). To rationalize this finding, we
have fitted this data set to a model that allows for inhibition of
the individual molecular steps, through semiempirical rate
constants which do not specifically include the oligomer but
provide values for the rate constants associated with the
individual molecular steps at different oligomer concentrations.
The global fit together with the experimental data are shown in
Figure 6B, and the corresponding microscopic kinetic rate
constants are reported in Figure 6C together with the
experimental half-times. This analysis suggests that the
oligomers may reduce both the primary nucleation and the
elongation rate to an extent which reaches saturation at a
critical oligomer concentration of about 0.1 mg/mL. The
oligomer surface tension levels off at slightly higher
concentrations (Figure 6D). Increasing the oligomer concen-
tration above the critical value does not further affect the
aggregation kinetics.

Figure 6. Kinetic analysis of the ability of the oligomers to inhibit fibril formation. (A) Seeding experiments with 1 mg/mL monomer and increasing
amount of seeds (5; 10; 20; 25; 50% of monomer concentration) as indicated by the arrow. The continuous lines represent a global fit. (B) Kinetic
traces of 1 mg/mL monomer with increasing oligomer concentrations. The arrow indicates the increasing concentration of oligomers: (1; 2; 4; 5; 10;
15; 20% of monomer concentration). The continuous lines represent model calculations. (C) The microscopic rate constants (primary nucleation,
kn, elongation, k+, and secondary nucleation, k2, rate constants) corresponding to the model calculations in (B) as well as the half times (t50) relative
to the values in the absence of oligomers (indicated by the symbol *) are plotted as a function of the oligomer concentration. The concentration of
monomer is 1 mg/mL, thus the ratios also indicate the oligomer concentration in mg/mL. The inhibitory effect of the oligomers reaches saturation
at a critical oligomer concentration of about 0.05 mg/mL. (D) Surface tension values as a function of monomer and oligomer concentrations. The
blue line indicate the surface tension of buffer with no protein.
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To ensure that the inhibitory effect of the oligomers is not
simply the effect of a decrease in the monomer concentration
due to its sequestration by oligomers, we performed a simple
binding assay (Figure S6). We incubated monomers and
oligomers for 1 h under fibril forming conditions and compared
the levels of the monomers and the oligomers before and after
this procedure. Incubation with oligomers did not lead to any
significant change in the monomer or oligomer concentrations
nor to any differences in the area of the oligomer peak (Table
S1; Figure S6), indicating that any sequestration was
insignificant.
αSN Oligomers Do Not Elongate Fibrils. We used the

ThT fluorescence assay to determine whether or not the
oligomers are able to elongate fibril seeds. When preformed
seed fibrils were incubated with oligomers, hardly any increase
in fluorescence was observed, whereas monomers at the same
mass/volume concentration yielded the expected increase in
fluorescence (Figure 7A). This result suggests that the
oligomers do not incorporate into fibrils to a significant extent.
To rule out that ThT-negative aggregates were formed upon

interaction between oligomers and seed fibrils, we attached
αSN fibril seeds on a sensor surface68 and used QCM-D to
monitor fibril growth directly, based on changes in the resonant
frequency (Δf) of the sensor crystal.46,48,69 To a first
approximation, Δf is proportional to the change in the mass
deposited on the crystal. First, all four channels were subjected
to two injections of 20 μM freshly prepared monomer solution
separated by a washing step. This procedure consistently led to
essentially linear decreases in the resonant frequency (Figure
7B), suggesting addition of monomers to the growing end(s) of
fibrils attached to the sensor surface. The same fibril-loaded
sensors were then either incubated again with a solution of 20
μM (0.28 mg/mL) monomer or with one containing the same
mass concentration (0.28 mg/mL) of oligomers to examine the
possible interaction of oligomers with attached fibrils.
While monomers efficiently elongated the attached fibrils, we

consistently observed at most very small changes in resonant
frequency when the sensors were incubated with oligomers;
indeed the small Δf (as well as the small rise in ThT
fluorescence in Figure 7A) may be attributed to a small quantity
of monomer in equilibrium with the oligomer preparation, as
identified by analytical SEC of prepurified oligomers (Figure
S6). QCM dissipation data, which can be found in Figures S8
and S9 confirm the frequency data. There is essentially a linear
relationship between Δf and dissipation (Figure S10),
supporting the interpretation that Δf is directly associated
with seed fibril elongation and not with differences in
viscoelastic properties of the fibril layer.

■ DISCUSSION
The Small αSN Oligomers Consist of ∼30 Molecules

and Contain Significant Amounts of Unstructured
Regions. SEC, gel electrophoresis, and TEM show that αSN
forms two distinct oligomer populations, and AFM confirms
the spherical shape of the small oligomers observed with TEM.
FTIR and CD measurements reveal that the small and large
oligomers have similar secondary structure, distinct from both
monomers and fibrils. Furthermore, both oligomer populations
induce more vesicle permeabilization than monomers and
fibrils (Table 1) and give a similar response to the fluorophore
ANS (Figure S3).
Mw values of unstructured proteins are overestimated by

methods relying on hydrodynamic volume, such as SEC. In the

case of the 14.5 kDa αSN this effect leads to a 4-fold
overestimate (67 ± 11 kDa). However, when SEC is combined
with MALLS, a reliable estimate (15 ± 3 kDa) can be obtained
which also agrees well with SAXS data (17.9 kDa). In the case
of the small oligomers, the high quality of the SAXS fit (based
on the assumption of a single species) indicates that there is
limited polydispersity in our samples, consistent with the
relatively narrow SEC peak for the small oligomer. SEC-
MALLS and SAXS give estimates of the size of the small
oligomers as 430 ± 88 and 420 kDa, respectively,
corresponding to ∼30 monomers per oligomer. This result is
in good agreement with a single-molecule photobleaching study
by Subramaniam and co-workers in which the number of
monomers in stable and well-defined αSN oligomers was
determined to be 31.70 The higher estimates of the Mw of the
small oligomers from SEC and gel electrophoresis (1812 ± 60
and 670 kDa, respectively) suggest the presence of a degree of
extended structure; this conclusion is consistent with our SAXS

Figure 7. Kinetic analysis of the ability of oligomers to elongate seeds.
(A) Kinetic traces of fibril formation followed by observing ThT
fluorescence of the following: 0.7 μM seeds (▲); 0.7 μM seeds and 35
μM oligomers (□), 0.7 μM seeds and 35 μM monomers (○), and 35
μM monomers (×). All data points are averaged triplicates and the
standard deviations are shown. (B) Direct monitoring of fibril growth
by QCM-D with dissipation upon injection of 2 × 20 μM αSN
monomers and either 20 μM AS monomers (□) or 20 μM αSN
oligomers (○) separated by PBS washes. The experiment was repeated
three times with qualitatively similar results.
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based model, where a compact ellipsoidal core (50% of the
mass) is surrounded by an outer rim of flexible regions of
polypeptide chains (also 50% of the mass). The dimensions of
the SAXS-based model, a width of 15 nm and a height of 10 nm
(Figure 5C), are in good agreement with SEC-DLS data where
the average Rh is determined to be 11 nm. Both CD and FTIR
show a strong β-sheet signal, which FTIR suggests is organized
in antiparallel β-sheets. The FTIR data also suggest a significant
contribution from disordered polypeptide structure, consistent
with the flexible outer rim discussed above.
Comparisons with Previous Investigations of

Oligomer Structure.We have previously followed the process
of fibril formation of αSN by SAXS, in which we obtained
spectra of the complete mixture of species present during
aggregation.1 We were able to decompose these spectra to
obtain contributions from monomers/dimers, oligomers, and
fibrils and to propose an ellipsoidal model for the oligomeric
species. That model lacked a flexible outer layer, but its
width:height dimensions (4.5:9.0 nm) are similar to the
dimensions of the core of the oligomer structure determined
in the present study (4.7:9.4 nm). The absence of an outer
layer in the previous model most likely reflects the challenges of
extracting data for individual species from mixtures; in contrast,
the present study is based on purified species. We consider it
unlikely that the process of purifying the oligomers should lead
to structural changes such as the formation of an unstructured
outer layer. Consistent with this conclusion, we do not observe
from CD spectra any structural rearrangements in the
oligomers during concentration of the sample (data not
shown), and both concentrated and nonconcentrated oligomers
have a similar inhibitory effect on amyloid formation. In
addition, concentrated small oligomers have the same Mw, as
determined by SAXS as nonconcentrated small oligomers
analyzed by SEC-MALLS.
Oligomers Induce Greater Perturbation in Mem-

branes than Monomer. The ability of the N-terminus of
the αSN monomer to fold into a helical conformation upon
interaction with anionic vesicles is well described in the
literature.71−73 The N-terminal part of αSN (residues 1−60) is
highly basic with a pI of 9.5, and electrostatic interactions with
this part of the protein are believed to drive interaction with
anionic vesicles. In the dye leakage experiment (Figures 4 and
S4) we found that ∼500 monomers are needed to cause the
same degree of calcein release as a single small oligomer
(consisting of ∼30 monomers). We suggest two possible
mutually reinforcing reasons for oligomer potency. First, the
initial 10−20 residues in the N-terminus could be disordered in
the oligomers and located primarily in the outer rim. The N-
terminus has previously been shown to be important for the
interactions of oligomers with membranes,74 and we have
demonstrated the importance of the initial 11 residues on the
oligomers ability to interact with and permeabilize mem-
branes.53 The simultaneous binding of several proximal N-
termini to a vesicle would be expected to induce a high degree
of disruption. In contrast, the monomers will be widely
distributed in the membrane due to diffusion and electrostatic
repulsion and are likely to bind more weakly, requiring higher
concentrations to cause the same extent of release as oligomers.
Second, the hydrophobic core of the oligomers which binds
ANS (Figure S3) might be included in the vesicle interactions
and could lead to a stronger interaction and increased
permeability. The lowered potency of fibrils may reflect that
it is mainly the ends of the fibrils that interact with

membranes75,76 and in addition that much of the polypeptide
chain is buried in the highly ordered structure. Nevertheless,
fibrils are not completely inert, and at the stoichiometric level
(but not in terms of mass units), one fibril might be more toxic
than one oligomer, as proposed recently.77,78

Oligomers Are Not Able to Elongate Seed Fibrils and
They Do Not Act As Seeds. Our data analysis demonstrates
that, whereas sonicated fibrils (seeds) initiate the aggregation
process efficiently through recruitment of monomers to the
growth-competent ends, oligomers have an inhibitory effect,
prolonging the lag time in a concentration dependent manner.
There is no significant sequestration of monomers by
oligomers, i.e., the oligomers do not prolong lag times by
decreasing (or increasing) the effective monomer concen-
tration, and QCM-D fails to detect direct interactions between
oligomers and fibrils. The inhibitory effect on fibril formation
reaches saturation at a critical oligomer concentration of ∼0.1
mg/mL, which is only slightly below the onset of the saturation
in the decrease of surface tension with increasing oligomer
concentration. This observation, together with evidence in the
literature on the effect of air−water interfaces on αSN
aggregation,79−81 suggests that the critical oligomer concen-
tration represents the point at which the interface is saturated
with oligomers. The monomers and the oligomers therefore
compete for the air−water interface, where primary nucleation
of the aggregation process is likely to occur. Furthermore, we
find that the oligomers are not able to elongate seed fibrils
detectably.
We can refine our modeling even further: In a recent single

molecule study, the characteristic time scale of rearrangement
of one type of αSN oligomer into another type was determined
to be of the order of 5 × 10−5 s−1.82 If we assume that the
oligomers in the present study have to rearrange with a rate
constant of this order of magnitude after attachment to a fibril
end in order to create a template for further attachment, we
find that fibril growth by oligomer addition is 2−3 orders of
magnitude less efficient than growth by monomer addition
(Buell et al. in revision; see Figure S7 for details on the
calculation).
Our previous SAXS study showed that oligomers of the type

investigated here are mainly observed during the growth phase
of fibril formation at a protein concentration of 12 mg/mL and
disappear at the completion of the aggregation process,1 leading
to our earlier suggestion that oligomers are the elongating
species in the aggregation process. The present data, however,
suggests instead that the disappearance of the small oligomers
at the end of an aggregation reaction is due to their self-
aggregation into much larger aggregates, as seen upon
prolonged incubation (data not shown), or by dissociation
into monomers as the concentration of the latter becomes
depleted. The fact that we do not observe any other well-
defined species between the monomers and the oligomers
containing ∼30 αSN molecules by means of SEC, SEC-
MALLS, or gel electrophoresis (data not shown) is consistent
with monomers being the species which elongate αSN fibrils, as
shown previously by analysis of the kinetics of aggregation
(Buell et al. in revision).
In summary, we have characterized the form of the αSN

oligomer that is most prevalent under conditions where
amyloid fibril formation is observed. The oligomers consist of
an average of ∼30 monomers and have an ellipsoidal structure,
consistent with our previous SAXS study.1 We find that the
compact core is organized in β-sheet structure and that ∼50%
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of the polypeptide chains are unstructured and located in an
outer rim. These oligomers are unable to elongate fibrils to a
significant extent and also do not act as seeds for fibril growth.
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